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of Necromantia it is the practice of magic associated with communicating with the dead - either by calling their spirits as phenomena, seeing or nurturing their bodily - with the purpose of guessing, transferring funds to predict future events, discovering hidden knowledge to bring back someone from the dead, or using the
dead as weapons. Sometimes referred to as the Magic of Death, the term can also sometimes be used in a more general sense to refer to black magic or witchcraft. The word necromanthism is adapted from the late Latin necromanty, itself borrowed from post-classical Greek νεκρομαντεία (nekromante'a), the compounds
of the ancient Greek (necro), dead body and μαντεία (mantle), divination with help; this form of compound was first used by Origen Alexandria in the 3rd century AD. The classic Greek term was ἡ νέκυια (non-chinese), from an episode of Odyssey in which Odysseus visits the realm of dead souls and νεκρομαντεία in
Hellenistic Greek, rendered as necromanthic in Latin, and as necromantion in 17th century English. The main article of antiquity: Magic in the Greco-Roman world Early necromancism was associated with shamanism, which calls for spirits such as the ghosts of ancestors. Classical necromancers addressed the dead in a
mixture of high squeak and low buzz comparable to the trans-state muttering of shamans. Necromancism was common throughout Western antiquity with records of its practices in ancient Egypt, Babylon, Greece and Rome. In his geography, Strabo refers to the νεκρομαντία (nekromantia), or divine dead, as the main
practitioners of divination among the people of Persia, and is believed to have also been widespread among the Chaldean peoples (especially the Sabians, or star worshippers), Etruria and Babylonia. Babylonian necromants were called Manzazuu or Shaetemma, and the spirits they brought up called ethemma. The
oldest literary tale of necromance is in Homer's Odyssey. Under the guidance of Circe, a powerful sorceress, Odysseus travels to the underworld (catabaz) to gain an idea of his impending journey home, raising the spirit of the dead through spells that Circe taught him. He would like to refer and question, in particular, the
shadow of Tiresia; however, he is unable to summon the spirit of the seemaker without the help of others. The Odyssey passages contain many descriptive references to necromantic rituals: rites must be performed around the pit with fire at night, and Odysseus must follow a specific recipe that includes the blood of
sacrificial animals to concoct a libation for ghosts to drink while he recites prayers to both ghosts and the gods of the underworld. Such practices range from mundane grotesque, were usually associated with necromance. Rituals can be quite complex, involving magic circles, sticks, mascots and spells. The necromanc
can also surround itself with painful aspects of death, which often included wearing the deceased's clothes and eating foods that symbolized lifelessness and decay, such as unsized black bread and unfermented grape juice. Some necromancers even went so far as to take part in the mutilation and consumption of
corpses. These ceremonies could last for hours, days, or even weeks, leading to the final call of spirits. They were often performed in places of intervention or other melancholic places that corresponded to the specific guidelines of the necromanter. In addition, necromancers preferred to summon the recently departed,
on the basis that their revelations were more clearly uttered. This period was usually limited to twelve months after the death of the physical body; once this period has passed, the necromancers will evoke the ghostly spirit of the deceased, not. While some cultures considered the knowledge of the dead unlimited, the
ancient Greeks and Romans believed that individual shades knew only certain things. The obvious value of their advice may have been based on things they knew in life or the knowledge they acquired after death. Ovid writes in his Metamorphosis of the market in the underworld, where the dead gather to exchange
news and gossip. In Mabinogion, a collection of traditional Welsh oral stories that originate from the 7th and 8th centuries, which was eventually written on manuscripts between 1350-1410, bran's records of Matholwch gifts with new horses and gifts, including the magical cauldron of Para Dadeni, which brings the dead to
life. The Bible also has several references to necromancers, called bone sorcerers among Jews of the later Hellenistic period. The book of Deuteronomy (18:9-12) explicitly warns Israelites against participating in the Canaanite practice of divination from the dead: 9 When you art comes to the land that your God gives
you, you must not learn to do according to the abomination of these peoples. 10 Can not be found among you neither someone who will make his son or daughter to go through the fire, or who uses fortune-telling, or the observer once, or the sorcerer, or the witch, 11 or the charmer, or the consultant with familiar spirits,
or the wizard, or the necromancist. 12 For all who do these things an abomination to the Lord, and because of these abominations, Your God doesth banish them from before you (KJV). Although the Mosaic Act prescribed the death penalty to necromance practitioners (Levit 20:27), this warning was not always
appropriate. One cutting-edge example is when King Saul had the witch Endor cause Samuel, the judge and prophet, of Sheola, using the ritual conjuring pit (1 Samuel 28:3-25). Nevertheless, the so-called witch was shocked by the presence of Samuel's true spirit, for in I Sam 28:12 it is said: When a woman saw
Samuel, she screamed in a loud voice. Samuel doubted his awakening, asking, Why didn't you rest me? Some Christian writers later rejected the idea that humans could return the spirits of the dead and interpreted shades such as disguised demons, thus conferring necromance with the call of demons. Caesar Arles
pleads with his audience not to put stock in any demons or gods other than the Christian God, even if the work of spells seems to provide a benefit. He argues that demons only act with divine permission and are allowed by God to test the Christian people. Caesar does not condemn man here; it only states that the art of
necromancery exists, although it is forbidden by the Bible. On the other hand, some Christians believe that necromanism is real (along with other aspects of occult magic), but God did not suffer from Christians to deal with these spirits (Deuteronomy 18:14). Still others believe that the ghost of Samuel was a gimmick, like
a hoax of sessions conducted by many in the early 20th century illusionist spiritualists who deceived those recording the events of Samuel's life. Early and Middle Ages Many medieval writers believed that the actual resurrection requires the help of God. They saw the practice of necromance as the witchcraft of demons
that took the form of spirits. This practice became known directly as maleficium, and the Catholic Church condemned it. Although necromanti practitioners have been associated with many common threads, there is no evidence that these necromancers have ever been organized as a group. One noted prevalence among
practitioners of necromantium is usually the use of some toxic and hallucinogenic plants from the nightshade family, such as black henban, jimson weed, belladonna or mandraca, usually in magic ointments or potions. Medieval necromance is believed to be a synthesis of astral magic derived from Arab influence and
exorcism derived from Christian and Jewish teachings. Arab influence is manifested in rituals that include the phases of the moon, the placement of the sun, the day and time. Fumigation and the act of burial images are also found in both astral magic and necromanty. Christian and Jewish influences appear in symbols
and witchcraft formulas used in conscription rituals. Practitioners were often members of the Christian clergy, though some non-clerical Recorded. In some cases, it's just just or those ordained in lower orders dabbled in practice. They were bound by a belief in the manipulation of spiritual beings, especially demons, and
magical practices. These practitioners were almost always literate and well-educated. Most of them had basic knowledge of exorcism and had access to texts of astrology and demonology. Clerical training is informal and university education is rare. Most of them were trained as part of an apprenticeship and had to have
basic knowledge of Latin, rituals and doctrine. This education was not always associated with spiritual guidance, and seminary was virtually non-existent. This situation allowed some aspiring clerics to combine Christian rites with occult practices, despite his condemnation in Christian doctrine. Medieval practitioners
believed that they could achieve three things with necromance: there would be manipulation, illusion and knowledge: Will manipulation affect the mind and will of another person, animal or spirit. Demons are called upon to inflict various suffering on others, to drive them crazy, to incite them to love or hate, to gain their
favor, or to restrain them to do or not to do anything. Illusions include resuscitation of the deceased or conjuring food, entertainment or mode of transport. Knowledge is supposedly discovered when demons provide information about various things. This may include identifying criminals, searching for items, or disclosing
future events. The act of performing medieval necromance usually included magical circles, witchcraft, and sacrifices, such as those shown in the Munich Guide to Demonic Magic: Circles were usually traced on the ground, although sometimes fabric and parchment were used. Various objects, shapes, symbols and
letters can be drawn or placed inside, which are a mixture of Christian and occult ideas. It was believed that circles empowered and protected what was contained within, including protecting necromancers from conjuring demons. A spell is a method of communicating with demons so that they enter the physical world. It
usually uses the power of special words and positions to summon demons and often involves the use of Christian prayers or bible verses. These spells can be repeated in a row or repeated in different directions until the call is complete. The donation was a fee for the call; although this may include the flesh of a person or
animal, sometimes it can be as simple as offering a particular object. The instructions for receiving these items were generally specific. The time, place and method of collecting items for sacrifice can also play an important role in the ritual. Rare confessions of the accused of necromance indicate that there are a number
of spells and related magical experiments. It's hard to tell whether these details are due to their practice, because on the whim of his investigators. John Salisbury is one of the first examples related to Richard Kieckhefer, but as the Paris Church Court records the 1323 show, the group that was plotting to summon the
demon Bergec from within a circle of cat skin bands are obviously involved in what the Church will define as necromanti. Herbert Stanley Redgrove argues that necromancity is one of the three main branches of medieval ceremonial magic, along with black magic and white magic. This does not correspond to modern
classifications, which are often commensurate with black-knowledge with necromance (death-knowledge). Later Middle Ages in the Renaissance Additional information: The Magic of the Renaissance Engraved by the occultists John Dee and Edward Kelly in the act of summoning the spirit of a deceased person; from
astrology (1806) by Ebenezer Sibley. After incanta inconsistency, necromancers and other practitioners of magical arts were able to use spells with holy names with impunity, since any biblical references in such rituals could be interpreted as prayers rather than spells. As a result, the necromancy that appears in the
Munich manual is an evolution of these theoretical understandings. It has been suggested that the authors of the Guide deliberately developed the book to be in contention with church law. The basic recipe used throughout the Guide used the same religious language and power names along with demonic names.
Understanding the names of God derived from the apocryphal texts and the Jewish Torah required that the author of such rites, at least, be accidentally familiar with these sources. In fairy tales related to the occult manuals, there are links with stories from the literary traditions of other cultures. For example, the horse's
witchcraft ceremony is closely related to the Arab Thousand and One Nights and French romances; Chaucer's tale The Tale of the Squire also bears a noticeable resemblance. This becomes a parallel evolution of spells for foreign gods or demons that were once acceptable, and frames them in a new Christian context,
albeit demonic and forbidden. Since the material for these manuals appears to have been derived from scientific magic and religious texts from a variety of sources in many languages, the scholars who studied these texts probably produced their own cumulative original album and guide with which to work spells or
magic. In the notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci, it is said that of all human opinions that should be known the most stupid, which deals with the belief in necromanty, the sister of alchemy, which gives birth to simple and natural things. Modern epochS Nowadays necromanthium is more often used as a term to describe the
manipulations of death and the dead, or the pretense of them, often facilitated by ritual magic or view of the occult ceremony. Modern sessions, channeling and spiritualism border on necromance when supposedly summoned spirits are asked to reveal future events or classified information. Necromancity can also be
presented as sciomancy, a branch of theurgic magic. Because of their theme spirit contact, the long-term show Supernatural Chicago and the annual Harry Houdini session, both of which are held at the Excalibur nightclub in Chicago, Illinois, duplicate their lead singer Neil Tobin, Necromancer. As for the practice of

necromantim, having withstood one form or another for millennia, the encyclopedia of the occult states: the art of almost universal use. Among modern adherents, there is a significant difference of opinion on the exact methods that should be properly used in necromantian art, and it should be borne in mind that
necromancy, which in the Middle Ages was called witchcraft, shades in modern spiritualistic practice. There is no doubt, however, that necromancism is a touchstone of occultism, because if, after careful preparation, the adept can bring to a successful issue raising the soul from another world, it has proven the value of
his art. Necromancy is a popular plot element in computer and video games such as Diablo 2, Diablo 3, The Elder Scrolls IV: Oblivion, The Elder Scrolls V: Skyrim, Shadow of Mordor, Shadow of War, The Scroll Elders Online, World of Warcraft, Magic the Gathering, Gothic and Mortal Kombat, as well as in the board
role-playing game Dungeons. In the film Army of Darkness (1992), the main character Ash fights a skeletal army raised by Necronomico. Warhammer 40,000, The Mummy Returns, Yu-Gi-Oh! GX and Man of Steel feature antagonists who are trying to revive their own people who have been dead for a long time,
particularly the necrons, Anubis, Kamula and General zod, respectively. The necromanc is the protagonist of Tony Wilgotsky's novel The Shepherd of the Dead. Necromancer is a song on Al Stewart's 1993 album Famous Last Words( album by Al Stewart) The title comes from the song lyrics, Oh, the necromancist inside
us all!, with further lyrics references to the widely related themes of black magic and the supernatural. Necromancer is the title of a song on Van der Graaf Generator's 1969 album The Aerosol Grey Machine, in which the lyrics describe an unnamed, benevolent necromancer. Cottage Necromantia, or, Black Art Gnawing
on Bones, a literary fantasy novel written by Rebecca McNutt during her studies of law and occult traditions at Dalhousie University, followed the necromancer and his unwitting journeyman, who are made to ask the intention of their magic when visiting an outsider their secluded The book doubles as a political allegory in
which the necromance of one sorcerer is compared to radical socialism, and the necromance of his student - with conservative libertarian ideology. Firestarter (novel) horror author Stephen King featured Necromancer as the name of a horse that the main character Charlie McGee loves riding during his time spent
trapped in a secret government agency. In the 1984 adaptation of Firestarter (film), antagonist John Reinbird explains to Charlie that the necromancist is some kind of master. Sundara Karma's second album, Ufilitas' Alphabet, features a song called Duller Days that includes the line Necromance as often as the flu.
Michelle Moffat's 2018 book, The Cult of The Necromants, describes the personal sacrifices involved in the ritual to bring a woman back from the dead. In the 2018 anime, the producer and producer, Kotaro Tatsumi (who turns out to be a necromancist), resurrected six legendary girls, including the main character Sakura
Minamoto, to form a group of zombie idols known as Frenchchu to help revive Saga Prefecture. In The Real Game of Sheri S. Tepper, necromancity is one of the major talents that Gamesmen can possess. In the spin-off A Certain Magical Index A Certain Scientific Accelerator, Esther Rosenthal's character belongs to
the line of necromancers in which she is the current head. In MMORPG Wizard101, the term necromanc is used for a character who practices the magic of the school of death. In Ridley Scott's Raised by wolves the main type of android for a certain character in the series. The 2013 fantasy sorceress, beating the Dragon
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